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2 Introduction

The Highways Act 1980 places a statutory duty on all Highway Authorities (HA) to maintain 
the Public Highway ensuring that it is safe to use and fit for purpose. Section 41 of The 
Highways Act imposes a duty to maintain highways that are maintainable at public expense. 
Section 328(2) of the Highways Act vests a bridge or highway structure as part of the 
highway and the normal duty to maintain under Section 41 of the 1980 Act applies. 

Rochdale Borough Council (RBC) Bridges and Highway Structures Service will comply with 
this duty by following the guidelines provided by ‘Well Managed Highway Infrastructure: A 
Code of Practice’ (WMHI). Rochdale Borough Council will adopt and carry out Bridges and 
Highway Structures inspection regimes in order to ensure the highway structures for which 
RBC are responsible are regularly inspected to ensure they remain in a safe state for use 
and fit for purpose. The results of these inspections will be used to identify future works 
programmes and maintenance regimes including emergency repairs if required. 

3 Overview

This policy document has been developed with the primary aim of providing direction to 
those officers involved in undertaking bridges and highway structures inspections, that they 
may carry out their duties with consistency and to clear recognised and understood criteria.

This document is Rochdale Borough Council`s Policy for Bridges and Highway Structures 
Inspections, including identifying the general inspection regime, principal inspection regime 
and instances in which other defined inspections will be necessary. The document will also 
identify the definition of a highway structure in accordance with WMHI.

WMHI recommends adopting a risk based approach to the bridges and highway structures 
inspection regimes. The council’s frequency of inspection will be identified within this policy.   

4 Types of Bridges and Highway Structures inspections

This policy document deals specifically with bridges and highway structures inspections.

WMHI identifies a number of different types of inspection applicable to highway structures. 
These are;

• General Inspections: A visual inspection of all accessible parts of the structure.

• Principal Inspections: A close examination within touching distance of all accessible 
parts of the structure including where relevant underwater elements and adjacent 
earthworks and waterways.

• Special Inspections: An inspection concentrating on specific elements of a structure.

• Safety Inspections: An inspection that is undertaken following a report indicating a 
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structure is damaged and may be unsafe.

• Acceptance Inspections: An inspection of a structure which is due to be passed into 
RBC ownership.

Details of all types of inspections are recorded in accordance with The Inspection Manual for 
Highway Structures (Volumes 1 and 2): May 2007 and are maintained on PONTIS, a cloud 
based Bridge Management System (BMS). 

 
5 Highway Structures For Inspection

WMHI identifies the following as highways structures which are subjected to the inspection 
regime addressed by this policy. (Table 1)

Table 1

Bridges

(Including footbridges/subways and 
underpasses)

A structure with a span of 1.5m or more 
crossing an obstacle such as a 
watercourse, railway, road or valley.

Culverts A drainage structure with a span of 1.5m 
or more passing beneath a highway 
embankment.

Retaining Walls A wall with the dominant function to act 
as a retaining structure either supporting 
the highway or supporting an 
embankment adjacent to the highway 
with a minimum retained height of 1.35m 

Cattle Grids A cattle grid with a span of 1.5m or more 
located on the public highway.

Road Tunnel A tunnel with an enclosed length of 150m 
or more through which a road passes

Sign/signal gantry A structure spanning the highway with a 
primary function to support traffic signs 
and signalling equipment.
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6 Inspection Frequency

The council’s frequency of inspections is based on the appropriate risk, functionality or usage 
of the structure.

Table 2 below shows the inspection types and frequency adopted by Rochdale Borough 
Council.

Table 2

Inspection Type Structure Type Frequency
General All in Table 1 1 every 2 years

Principal Bridges 1 every 6 years *

Culverts 1 every 6 years *

Special

All in Table 1 As required following 

a general or principal 

inspection

Safety

All in Table 1 Within a maximum of 

10 days of receiving 

the report

Acceptance All in Table 1 As required

* Risk assessments will be completed for each structure subject to a principal inspection and 
if this identifies an inspection period other than 1 every 6 years the new inspection period will 
be recorded on the BMS

7 Inspection Methodology

 General inspections: are carried out once every two years on all RBC highway 
structures. These comprise visual inspections of the structure without the need for 
special access or traffic management. The inspection will be undertaken in 
accordance with The Inspection Manual for Highway Structures (Volumes 1 and 2): 
May 2007 and CSS Bridge Condition Indicators Volume 2: Guidance Note on Bridge 
Inspection Reporting. Each element of the structure will be inspected and its condition 
recorded.

 Principal inspections: are carried out once every six years on all RBC bridges and 
culverts unless noted otherwise on PONTIS as a result of a specific risk assessment 
for that structure. These inspections are undertaken as above, but also include 
touching inspections of all elements of the structure utilising suitable access and 
traffic management needs as necessary. The principal inspection will identify the 
condition of each element and also determine if there is a requirement for a special 
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inspection to be undertaken.

 Special inspections: are inspections aimed at specific elements of the structure. A 
special inspection can be required :-

o Following either a general or principal inspection that has identified a 
particular problem with the structure. 

o On particular structural forms such as cast iron structures or post tensioned 
structures

o On structures with restricted loading allowances
o On structures that have to carry abnormally high loads
o Following a road traffic accident impacting the structure
o Following flooding or high river flows 

 The outcome of the special inspection will identify if any remedial work is required on 
the particular element being inspected or if further testing of the element is necessary 
to establish its capacity

 Safety inspections: are inspections that are undertaken in response to information 
being received identifying the structure as being damaged or unsafe. This can be 
following receipt of a service request provided by members of the public, Councillors 
or other RBC officers. 

 The safety inspection will identify the extent of any damage and whether any 
immediate safety precautions are required. 

 Acceptance inspections: are inspections that are undertaken when the ownership 
of the structure is due to change. The inspection will be in accordance with the 
process for general inspections and will identify any defects, developing problems or 
outstanding work that needs to be addressed prior to the structure being handed 
over.
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8 Inspection Results

The general and principal inspection process generates a bridge inspection report that 
records the condition of each element of the structure inspected based upon the severity of 
the defect and its extent. The condition ratings are converted into two overall condition 
indicators which represent the critical elements of the structure only and the other which 
represents the average condition of the structure based upon all of the inspected elements.

The condition indicators and assessment results are used as a primary source for identifying 
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future works programmes.


